
SHMIR Sher-e-Kashmir University of Agricultural Sciences and TechnoloEy 

of Jammu 

SHER 

GRcuLTU RAL SCIER 

OES & TEC 

Nodal Officer, 
IDP- NAHEP, SKUAST-J 

Sub: Scrutinization and selection of suitable candidates for internship programme in lDP- 

NAHEP Project 

Sir, 

In reference to your letter no. AUJ/SBT/21-22/F-140/2502-2507 dated 11-01-2022 kindly 

find enclosed list of selected candidates for internship programme.

Thanking You 

Yours faithfully

may t al|2 
Tuhina Dey 

Chairman of Selection Committee

No: AUT/PBG /21-22/F-o/142 Datad 2-j-01-20

SKUAST 



. 

refe ference to circular n0. AUJ/SBT/21-22/F140/2502-2507, dated 11-1-2022, a committee meeting was 
ld on 18-1-2022 in the Office of Chairmanfor securitization aFd selection of suitable candidates TOr interns programme under NAHEP-IDP SKUAST-Jammu Project. 51 applications were received (FoA: 28, SBT: 13 and FVSc& AH: 10) and the committee finalized 14 students from different faculties of SKUAST-J for internship program based on une guidelines provided and sanctioned budget (2.28 Lakh)in IDP-NAHEP for internship programme Ratio of students to be selected from each faculty was based on allocated budget and the number of applications received. 

Adoption of reservation policy for alloeation of students for training programme from eacn faculty in the order of merit was also considered. 
Based on the above criteria, the following conclusions were drawn: 

.Ratio of budget allocated to each faculty i.e. 
1. FoA 
2. SBT 

:1.25 lakhs [(28-51)x2.28]
:0.58 lakhs [(13-51) x2.28] 
:0.45 lakhs[10+51) *2.28] 

The total number of seats for reserved categories was computed to be 7 as per the reservation 
3. FVSc&AH 

policy 
1. OBC 4 (14 x 27%) 

:1 (14x 7.5%) 
:2 (14 x 15%) 

.Thus, the allocationof seats is as follows 
General 

2. ST 

3. SC 

Faculty
| FoA 

SBT 
FVSc&AH 

Total OBC ST SC 

The listof selected students as per the above criteria are as follows: 

OGP 
A 
8.59 

OGPA S. ST OGPA S. SC 
No 

OGPA S. Gen. 

No 
S. OBC 
No 

Faculty No 

1 Sudha 8.29 Ankita 8.44 
FOA Muskan 

Kumari 
Verma 
Sanchit Sahu 
Baneet Kour 

Kapahi Bhagat 6.98 
8.44 3. Shewani 8.56 

(Filled from General 

category 
Candidate

Tanishq 8.54 
as 

Sharma not 
Garima 8.46 

available in OBC) 
Gupta 
Ninaad 8.45 

Mahajan Sharma 7.99 Tanya 7.78 

Sonali 8.56 Kashish 
SBT (Filled from General 

category 
candidate

Devi as 

available in OBC) 
7.656 

7.818 
Tania 

Kousar FVSc& Suneha 

AH Devi 

The two seats of OBC (one each from FOA &SB1) are filed from General category due to non availability of 

applications from the said category in consultation
witP,\DP-NAHEPproect. 

wwww. 
Sachin Gupta 
(Member) 

Gyurdev/hand
(Member) 

Tuhina Dey 
(Chairman)R. Puniya 

(Member secretary)
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